
Location and environment selection 

(All images show suitable locations)  

 Reinforce paradigm, and provides cues about model 

 Feminine, personal and natural 

 Set-dressed, colourful, feminine and contrasting 

 Model’s own bedroom is ideal 

 Model must use environment thoroughly 

Outside: Gardens, large suburban parks; pool 

 State or national parks, green plants, river, lake 

 Farm land (by arrangement); never dead plants 

 Must shoot in shade, never full sun 

Consider general risks: Aggressive animals; fire;  

 mobile phone coverage, loose footings, stairs 

 Consider inside risks:  Fleas; electrical issues;  

 Consider outside risks: Sunburn; broken glass;  

  biting bugs; cliffs, drowning, slippery; dehydration;  

Naturalistic: Realistic place where young woman are 

 Identifiable by customers; Girl-next-door models;  

 Girl-next-door clothes; Girl-next-door locations 

 Actual model’s bedroom is best, or similar 

Lounge-room: Less personal, needs dressing  

Kitchen: Less personal, less feminine usually  

Bathroom: Requires dressing; audio problems 

Feminine set dressing: Feminine “clutter” is best 

 Clothes, artwork, books in shelves, ornaments, toiletries 

 Gender-neutral is ok (eg, carpeted stairs); masculine not ok 

 Add handbag contents to bedside table; large mirrors sometimes 

 If a home, must feel lived-in 

 Add bright, feminine fabric pieces for colour and contrast  

Audio: ~70% of a video is audio! 

 Problems like traffic; construction; planes; kids; dogs, wind, etc 

 Check Google maps, seek roads in white, not yellow 

 Away from train, and tram lines; avoid cross roads 

 Prefer suburban roads, not major thoroughfares 

Privacy: If outside, low traffic areas – get off paths 

 Bad: Right after school lets out; Weekend likely to be busy?  

 Inside, seen from outside? Must have curtains open  

Consider ugly aspects: Bad: Green backyard… 1 dead plant 

 Bad: Garden… with factory in background; any air-con equip. 

 Bad: Power lines / poles; bare earth, dead grass / branches  

 Bad: Animal poo, piles of rubbish, trashcans 

Allow levels: Couch / sofa ideal, many options  

 Combine all possible parts of floor, seat, arm, back 

 Model lying, sitting, standing, crawling.  

 Always shoot redheads in green environments – set dress! 

Re-use: Same location must not be used more than one shoot  

 Set-dressing elements must not be re-used 

 If same model, incidental similarities are ok 

 Stills and video should be in same setting  

Shoot over several rooms: Several aspects of bedroom - ok  

 Several rooms of a home - better  

 Setting cannot be re-used, so exhaust it! 

Never suitable: Where model feels uncomfortable; 

 Kids might see the shoot; naturally dark 

 Adults will see and have grounds for complaint (public place) 

 Make the model look like a child (eg, pile of soft-toys) 


